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THE ZOO
ISBN | 9789896798055
Reference | EC1005
Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 13,5 x 13,5 x 6 cm (book)
Weight | 48 g + box coming soon
Extent | 6 cloth pages with  
3D face cover + box
Age | + 0 months

Hello, animals!
Thought and developed 
specially for the very small 
ones, this delightfully 
illustrated cloth book was 
made to be the gentle 
companion of our babies. 
Its soft and delicate 
texture allied to colourful 
animal illustrations, make 
it the perfect tool for the 
very first discoveries and 
observations. A good friend 
to have around at all times.

coming soon

HIGHLIGHTS: Soft and delicate 
texture; peach skin; carefully 
chosen colours and illustrations;  
a simple yet effective tool to 
stimulate and develop first 
observations and discoveries;  
easy to carry around

THE FARM
ISBN | 9789896798062
Reference | EC1006
Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 15,5 x 20 x 4 cm (book)
Weight | 48 g + box coming soon
Extent | 6 cloth pages + cover with 
noisy cloth + box
Age | + 0 months
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ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 23%
Format | Coming soon
Weight | Coming soon
Extent | 10 cardboard cubes
Age | + 1 year

HIGHLIGHTS: 10 cardboard cubes; different sides 
(animals; fruits/vegetables; numbers from 1-10; etc.)
to build different sequences; a versatile toy with 
great educational value that can be used throughout 
the child’s first years; trains and develops several 
essential skills (dexterity, observation, counting, etc.); 
practical do carry around and easy to use.

 

coming soon

10 stacking cubes –  
farm
A set of 10 beautifully illustrated cubes, 
nested into each other, with different 
motifs on each side to build a different 
sequence when piled up. From animals to 
numbers and many other different elements, 
an unquestionable tool for children’s 
development that’s already a classic. 
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FARM
ISBN | 9789896797591
Reference | EC959

ZOO
ISBN | 9789896797607
Reference | EC960

Price | 12,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 19 x 20 x 1,5 cm
Weight | 362 g
Extent | 12 pages  
Age | + 12 months

Sound books
These books are ideal for 
babies to start listening to 
and identifying their first 
sounds from farm and zoo 
animals!

HIGHLIGHTS: Board book; a 
different sound on every double-
page spread; practices listening 
and fine motor skills; on-off button.
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CONCEPTS
ISBN | 9789896796174 
Reference | EC817
Price | 12,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | (box) 14,8 x 22 x 39 cm
(book) 6,8 x 6,8 cm 
Weight | 715 g
Extent | 10 pages per book
Age | + 12 months

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896796167  
Reference | EC816
Price | 12,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | (box) 14,8 x 22 x 39 cm
(book) 6,8 x 6,8 cm 
Weight | 715 g
Extent  | 10 pages per book
Age  | + 12 months

Treasure boxes
These treasure boxes were 
designed especially for tiny 
hands: each one contains 
6 board books, with bright 
colours, which will encourage 
the baby’s first discoveries 
and the beginning of their 
relationship with the book  
as an object.

HIGHLIGHTS: A sturdy box with  
a magnetic lid; it works as a puzzle 
for the baby to place the book on 
its respective image; each little 
book has a different theme.
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HOME
ISBN | 9789896794262
Reference | EC626
Price | 7,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | (box) 11 x 13 x 4,5 cm
(card) 10,5 x 13 x 0,4 cm
Weight | (box) 128 g | (card) 10 g
Extent  | 10 double-sided cards
Age | + 0 months

Flash cards
These flash cards will help your baby to 
observe, recognise and memorise images 
and words. Each box contains 20 images 
as well as guidelines for the parents to 
know how to work with them according  
to each age.

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896794255
Reference | EC625
Price | 7,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | (box) 11 x 13 x 4,5 cm
(card) 10,5 x 13 x 0,4 cm
Weight | (box) 128 g | (card) 10 g
Extent | 10 double-sided cards
Age | + 0 months

HIGHLIGHTS: Cards made of EVA foam, 
appropriate for use from 0 months old; illustrations 
easily identified by the baby; themed; a guide for 
parents on the importance of these flash cards, 
what the baby sees and ideas on how to use them; 
product extendable in age up to 3 years, when it 
can be used for games with the toddler.
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HOME
ISBN | 9789896794248
Reference | EC624
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | (box) 12,5 x 13 x 5 cm
(book) 12,5 x 12,5 x 1 cm
Weight | (box) 470 g | (book) 105 g
Extent | 10 pages per book
Age | + 1 year

panela

frigideira

First library
Each box contains four 
board books for the baby to 
explore his/her first images 
and words. In one box, there 
are animals from the zoo, 
the sea, the farm and pets; 
in the other, the living room, 
the bedroom, the kitchen 
and the bathroom.

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896794231
Reference | EC623
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | (box) 12,5 x 13 x 5 cm
(book) 12,5 x 12,5 x 1 cm
Weight | (box) 470 g | (book) 105 g
Extent | 10 pages per book 
Age | + 1 year

peixe gato

HIGHLIGHTS: Illustrations and 
patterns ideal for babies; themes 
appropriate to the reality of this 
age range; ideal as a gift; board 
books for the baby to practice fine 
motor skills as they turn the pages. 
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ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896795290
Reference | EC729

CLOTHES
ISBN | 9789896795306
Reference | EC730

Price | 7,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format |18 x 18 x 1 cm
Weight | 265 g
Extent | 8 pages / 4 puzzles
Age | + 18 months

Puzzle books
In these books, as well as 
4 puzzles with different 
numbers of pieces, the baby 
can also learn to recognise 
his/her first images and 
words.

HIGHLIGHTS: Board book; 
large illustrations which are 
easily recognisable by the baby; 
includes animals from a variety of 
habitats; the book comes with 4 
puzzles; exercises the baby’s fine 
motor skills, concentration and 
reasoning at different ages.
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Hello, baby! –  
growth chart
This delightful animal themed illustrated 
paper growth chart will add a touch of 
colour to your children’s bedroom. Store 
it back in its case when its no longer at 
use, together with your most treasured 
childhood memories. 

So many things  
to colour in…  –  
growth chart
This paper growth chart will add a touch 
of colour to your children’s bedroom. 
Filled with lots of blank drawings to colour 
in as they grow, making it an even more 
personal and interesting keepsake. Store 
it back in its package when its no longer 
at use, together with your most treasured 
childhood memories. 

HIGHLIGHTS: Paper; animal themed illustrations; 
keep its package and store it back in as a souvenir 
when it’s no longer at use; 100x25 cm format paper; 
measures up to 150 cm.

HIGHLIGHTS: • Children can colour in the as they 
grow; keep its package and store it back in as a 
souvenir when it’s no longer at use; 100x25 cm format 
paper; measures up to 150 cm. ISBN | Coming Soon

Reference | Coming Soon
Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 23%
Format | Coming Soon
Weight | Coming Soon
Extent | Illustrated paper growth chart
Age | Non-defined

coming soon
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My dear baby –  
memory book
The coming of a baby is a milestone in 
the life of all mothers and fathers, of all 
families. Its great impact is experienced 
many times without the chance of realising 
all that’s happening and, after it all passes, 
you always wish you could remember it all. 
This memory book was designed to help 
you keep record of all those remarkable 
moments, so when the times comes, no 
detail’s forgotten in the telling of that story. 
The perfect memory collector’s gift.

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardcover; carefully illustrated; 
practical layouts to fill in with all the information 
and keepsakes from the several stages of pre and 
post birth; extra space for writing every memorable 
detail; with pocket on the back cover.

coming soon

ISBN | Coming Soon
Reference | Coming Soon
Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | Coming Soon
Weight | Coming Soon
Extent | 64 pages
Age | Adults
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Say cheese!
This box contains 40 illustrated cards 
which will allow you to record your 
baby’s unforgettable moments, as well 
as date them. And because sharing and 
remembering are some of the best things in 
life, all you need to say is: Say cheese!

HIGHLIGHTS: Wonderful 
illustrations; the size  
of the cards was especially 
designed so that the baby can 
appear in the photos with an 
adult; ideal for the baby’s first 
year; includes a box to keep the 
cards in; includes fields to add the 
date to the card.

ISBN | 9789896795153
Reference | EC715
Price | 11,95 €  
VAT | 23%
Format | 12,5 x 16 x 3 cm
Weight | 290 g
Extent | 40 cards
Age | Non-defined

Knowledge
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Today I feel...
Thought to be a useful tool along the first 
years of development and acknowledgement 
of feelings, this very simple illustrated book 
has its focus on some of the most important 
primary and secondary emotions. Through  
this illustrated facial expression guide, 
children can easily learn to identify and  
even to express their emotions by playing  
a matching game with its pages.

coming soon

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardcover, round 
format; a simple way of learning 
how to identify and express ones 
basic feelings and emotions; 
a first approach to the most 
important primary and secondary 
emotions;its broad age range 
makes this book an early learning 
tool to be used as an identifier 
as well a game; mirror on the last 
page.

ISBN | Coming Soon
Reference | Coming Soon
Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 21,5 x 21 x 1,7 cm
Weight | 379 g
Extent | 14 pages; mirror  
on the last page
Age | Non-defined
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Tidy tinies 
Because of its importance, observation 
and association skills should be trained 
and developed from the very early stages 
of growth. Once children start identifying 
objects we should encourage and help them 
train these competences by playing simple 
games. This sorting game was created to 
help parents with that task. Simple daily 
life objects depicted with carefully thought 
illustrations to sort out accordingly to their 
rightful places. A simple game that will help 
our small ones to learn while they play.  

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardboard case 
with 3 dividers and 48 theme 
illustrated pieces to sort out; very 
useful tool to train and develop 
observation and association skills; 
easy to carry around.

KITCHEN, BEDROOM,  
BATHROOM 
ISBN | Coming Soon
Reference | Coming Soon

FRIDGE, WARDROBE,  
TOOL BOX
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | Coming Soon
Weight | Coming Soon
Extent | Hardboard case with  
3 dividers; 48 illustrated pieces
Age | + 3 years

coming soon

27
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Learning English – 
word book
Do you want to learn English? 
This is the perfect book to get 
started! There are more than  
40 themes, 300 images and  
500 words to explore and learn, 
as well as many challenges and 
curiosities to discover.

new HIGHLIGHTS: Hardcover; themed 
word book with real-life photos 
instead of illustrations; filled 
with exercises to help establish 
vocabulary, basic grammar and 
comprehension alongside the 
visual approach; each theme with 
lot’s of interesting information, 
simple challenges and activities 
for a more appealling learning 
experience.

ISBN | 9789896798376  
Reference | EC1037
Author | Inês Duarte
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 23,7 x 20,5 x 1 cm
Weight | 492 g
Extent | 68 pages
Age | + 4 years
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Learning English – 
activity books 
Do you want to learn English? 
This activity book is the ideal 
partner to help you train. With 
varied themes and accessible 
vocabulary it is perfect for  
learning in a simple and fun way.

new HIGHLIGHTS: Softcover; reusable 
pages; marker with built-in eraser 
included; with real-life photos 
instead of illustrations; filled 
with basic grammar exercises to 
help establish vocabulary and 
comprehension; simple challenges 
and activities of a variety of 
themes for a more appealing 
learning experience; series

Author | Inês Duarte
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 29,5 x 1 cm 
Weight | 240 g
Extent | 26 pages

AGES 6-7 
ISBN | 9789896798482
Reference | EC1048

AGES 8-9 
ISBN | 9789896798499
Reference | EC1049
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Numbers:  
write and erase
A box with 40 flashcards to 
learn and write the numbers, 
from 1 to 20, and several 
exercises to count, join dots, 
highlight and colour.

Letters:  
write and erase
A box with 40 flashcards 
to learn and write the 
uppercase and lowercase 
letters, from A to Z, and 
several exercises to perfect 
your calligraphy.

Price | 12,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 16 x 23 x 3 cm
Weight | 638 g
Extent | 40 wipe and clean cards
Age | + 5 years 

ISBN | 9789896797416
Reference | EC941

ISBN | 9789896797423
Reference | EC942

HIGHLIGHTS: Sturdy and 
portable filing box; eraser-marker 
included; 40 write and wipe cards;
simple practical exercises to learn 
the cursive letters from A to Z and 
numbers from 1 to 20; appealingly 
funny illustrations.

best-seller
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SUBTRACTING
ISBN | 99789896793562
Reference | EC556

DIVIDING
ISBN | 9789896793586
Reference | EC558

ADDING
ISBN | 9789896793555
Reference | EC555

MULTIPLYING
ISBN | 9789896793579
Reference | EC557

Oito exercício 1

resolve as operações 

Trêsexercício 2

rodeia as folhas conforme o resultado 

Quantas folhas 
ficaram de fora?

Times tables
These books teach you how 
to add, subtract, multiply 
and divide, so you can be  
an ace at maths!
They include exercises and 
a pen for both writing and 
erasing, so you can take the 
challenges as many times  
as you wish.

Price | 6,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 11,5 x 23,5 x 0,5 cm
Weight | 90 g
Extent | 24 pages
Age | + 5 years

HIGHLIGHTS: Reusable pages; 
pen with eraser; fun illustrations.
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TRACING
ISBN | 9789896795788
Reference | EC778
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 29,5 x 1 cm 
Weight | 240 g
Extent | 26 pages
Age | + 5 years

Wipe and clean
Practice your numbers up 
to 20 and the alphabet from 
A to Z, without forgetting 
tracing and calligraphy. 
There are fun drawings and a 
pen to write and erase which 
you can use again and again!

HIGHLIGHTS: Reusable pages; 
pen with eraser; fun illustrations.

My times tables 
with flaps
Who said that learning the 
times tables can’t be fun? 
The answers are hidden,  
so pull the flaps down  
to find them!

ISBN | 9789896795474
Reference | EC747
Price | 7,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 15 x 26 x 1 cm 
Weight | 330 g   
Extent | 12 pages
Age | + 5 years

HIGHLIGHTS: Board book with 
flaps; the child can practice the 
times tables on his/her own 
without seeing the answer, 
accessing it by pulling down the 
flaps; helps to develop numerical 
and fine motor skills.

best-seller

best-seller
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123 - NUMBERS
ISBN | 9789896794613
Reference | EC661
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 29,5 x 1 cm
Weight | 240 g
Extent | 26 pages
Age | + 5 years

ABC – THE ALPHABET
ISBN | 9789896794606
Reference | EC660
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 29,5 x 1 cm
Weight | 240 g
Extent | 26 pages
Age | + 5 years

1

1

minúscula

MAIÚSCULA

APRENDE

GRAFISMOS

Observa os pa�os abaixo para desenhares a letra   .

Treina várias vezes para aperfeiçoares a tua letra.PRATICA

Com a caneta, preenche a linha a tracejado.

minúscula

MAIÚSCULA

1

1

2

Com a caneta, preenche a linha a tracejado.

APRENDE

GRAFISMOS

Observa os pa�os abaixo para desenhares a letra B.

Treina várias vezes para aperfeiçoares a tua letra.PRATICA

best-seller

best-seller
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MATHS
ISBN | 9789896794798
Reference | EC679
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 29,7 x 42 x 0,5 cm
Weight | 480 g
Extent | 20 posters
Age | + 5 years

de 
      Matemática

  

t

Face

Aresta

Vértice

CUBO PARALELEPÍPEDO
RETÂNGULO

CONE CILINDROESFERA 

PRISMA
TRIANGULAR

PRISMA
QUADRANGULAR

PRISMA 
PENTAGONAL

PIRÂMIDE
TRIANGULAR

PIRÂMIDE
QUADRANGULAR

PIRÂMIDE
PENTAGONAL

Um cubo tem:
- 6 faces
- 12 arestas
- 8 vértices

Os sólidos cuja superfície é 
formada por figuras planas 
designam-se por poliedros.

Num poliedro há faces, 

vértices e arestas.

A superfície lateral 
é curva e tem duas

bases paralelas.

A superfície lateral 
é curva e a base 

é circular.

Toda a superfície 
é curva.

solidos GEOMETRICoS

LEITURA POR ORDENS
LEITURA POR CLASSES

Lemos o número representado 
em cada classe.

Lemos um algarismo de cada vez, 
referindo a ordem a que pertence 
(da esquerda para a direita).

Classe dos milhões Classe dos milhares Classe das unidades
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4 5 2 2 3 36 5 8

452  milhões,

4 centenas de milhão, 

5 dezenas de milhão, 

2 unidades de milhão, 

2 centenas de milhar,

3 dezenas de milhar,

6 unidades de milhar, 

5 centenas, 

8 dezenas  

e 3 unidades.

236  milhares

e 583  unidades.

sistema de numeracao decimal

de 
    E tud  d  mei

  

t

1 a 3 porções diárias

2 a 3 porções diárias3 a 5 porções diárias

FRUTA

Para seres saudável, deves fazer uma alimentação variada 

e equilibrada. A roda dos alimentos ajuda-te a saber

o que deves comer e em que quantidades.   

O número menor das porções 

é indicado para crianças até 

aos 3 anos. As porções maiores,

para rapazes adolescentes e homens. 

A restante população deve consumir uma média das porções.    

HORTÍCOLAS

CEREAIS E DERIVADOS,
TUBÉRCULOS

GORDURAS
E ÓLEOS 

ÁGUA

LATICÍNIOS

LEGUMINOSAS 

CARNE,
PESCADO 
E OVOS

A

B

B

A
 3 a 5 porções diárias

 1 a 2 porções diárias

4 a 11 porções diárias

1,5 a 4,5 porções d
iá

ri
as

RODA DOS ALIMENTOS

ESTÔMAGO

CORAÇÃO
É um órgão musculado que 
bombeia o sangue pelo teu 
corpo. A cada segundo, 
contrai-se e empurra 
o sangue para 
as artérias.

O estômago é um órgão do 
sistema digestivo onde o 
bolo alimentar é misturado 
com o suco gástrico, 
transformando-se 
em quimo. 

CÉREBRO

PULMÕES

PELE
É o revestimento externo do 
corpo humano, e é um órgão 
vital, sem o qual não 
sobreviveríamos. Mantém 
os órgãos internos no sítio e 
protege o corpo. É formada por 
duas camadas: a epiderme, 
a camada exterior, e a derme, 
uma camada interna. É o maior 
órgão do corpo humano. 

Fazem parte do sistema 
respiratório. É aqui que 
o oxigénio passa para o 
sangue e que o dióxido de 
carbono é expulso. O ar 
entra e sai dos pulmões 
através de dois movimentos:  
a inspiração e a expiração.  

FÍGADO

INTESTINO
DELGADO

INTESTINO
GROSSO

É o nosso segundo maior 
órgão e é responsável por 
muitas funções vitais. 
Armazena as vitaminas 
e os minerais, e filtra as 
substâncias más para que 
o organismo as elimine.  

É o órgão onde se dá a 
maior parte da digestão
e da absorção de alimentos. 
O quimo transforma-se em 
quilo, e fica concluída a 
digestão. Aqui, os nutrientes 
passam para o sangue.   

É responsável por 
transformar os nutrientes 
que não são digeridos pelo 
corpo em fezes. 

O cérebro controla e comanda o 
funcionamento do organismo para 
que tudo funcione no nosso corpo. 

o meu corpo orgaos

ENVIRONMENTAL AND  
SOCIAL STUDIES
ISBN | 9789896794781
Reference | EC678
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 29,7 x 42 x 0,5 cm
Weight | 480 g
Extent | 20 posters
Age | + 5 years

My posters of...
These large-format posters are an excellent 
tool for revision! Why? Because they show 
you the subjects you’re learning at school 
using graphics and illustrations which are 
easy to memorise or copy down. You can 
detach them using the perforation and post 
them on your wall or use them at your desk 
to help you revise!

HIGHLIGHTS: The posters include the main 
contents taught in Environmental and Social 
Studies in primary school; they contain fun 
illustrations which organise and summarise content, 
consolidating the child’s learning; detachable 
sheets;.
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My first weekly 
planner
Using this weekly planner 
will help you organize your 
days. There are more than 
300 removable stickers for 
you to fill the boxes. From 
seasons to weather, months 
of the year, numbers, moods 
and activities, you choose.

ISBN | 9789896797263
Reference | EC926
Price | 13,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 30 x 23,5 x 5 cm
Weight | 484 g   
Extent | 14 pages  
and 6 stickers pages
Age | + 5 years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Stickers in 
removable vinyl to use more than 
once; cardboard base that will 
keep the planner standing.

TEMPO ESTAÇÃO DO ANO 

AS MINHAS ATIVIDADES

HOJE ESTOU...

quarta DIA MÊS

cinema/teatro

cinema/teatro

gelado

gelado

televisão

televisão

ficar em casa

ficar em casa

ler

ler

passear o cão

passear o cão

festamédicoandar de bicicleta trabalhos manuaisjogos

jogos

música

música

praia

praia

jogar à bola

jogar à bola

compras

compras

dançar/ginástica

dançar/ginástica

viajar

viajar

passear

passear

sesta

avós

avós

ISBN | 9789896793616
Reference | EC561
Author | Margarida Fonseca Santos
Price | 14,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 24 x 20,7 x 1,4 cm
Weight | 525 g
Extent | 162 pages
Age | Non-defined

High-minded
If you’re holding this book, you’re probably 
looking to change something in your own 
life or your children’s. We all have had, 
at one moment or another, the feeling of 
fighting our own minds, not knowing how 
to control them. When things go well, we 
think we were lucky. When they go badly, 
we think we’re weak, not good enough, or 
that someone set us up. Is it true? Not at 
all. Almost every time the outcome, good 
or bad is decided by us, in our minds. That’s 
what we’re here to talk about!
Let’s find out how we can be more positive, 
more attentive and effective, more 
confident.

HIGHLIGHTS: Growing relevance 
of the subject for both parents 
and teachers; practical exercises 
for training our minds, either in 
the classroom or at home; tips 
for public speaking; contains 
both text and illustrations; 9 
fables to be told about everyday 
subjects, aimed at approaching 
the problems that go through 
every child’s mind, leading them 
to deal with issues in a different 
way; the importance of well-being 
and mind discipline to go through 
everyday life.

Livro de Treino Mental

TEXTO

ILUSTRAÇÃO

Margarida
Fonseca 
Santos

Obrigatório 
para todas 
as idades

Joana 
Jesus

ALTA
MENTE

best-seller
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Activity 
Books
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Memo game
One of the most simple and common 
games and a well known companion for 
many young children, the memo game 
is a must have in terms of memory and 
observation development and training. 
This practical and fun game comes in a 
hardboard box, making it very easy to 
carry around and to put away. 24 illustrated 
pieces to match and pair whether alone or 
with an adversary, if you feel that you’re up 
to the challenge! Let’s play?

HIGHLIGHTS:  Hardboard case with magnetic 
cover; a simple and fun game to train and develop 
all young chidren’s observation skills; covers a 
broad age range for it can be played alone, as an 
observation/matching exercise or with an adversary, 
adding a competitive approach to it; 24 illustrated 
pieces to match and pair; easy to carry around.
 

ISBN | Coming Soon
Reference | Coming Soon
Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 23 x 12 x 2,3 cm
Weight | 349 g
Extent | Hardboard case; magnetic 
cover; 24 illustrated pieces
Age | + 3 years

coming soon
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Dominoes
An interesting new approach to 
the traditional Dominoes. An 
easy way to encourage children 
to learn maths in a simple and 
playful manner.

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardboard case; 
first insights on addition and 
subtraction; double approach 
(visual, by counting images; 
numeric, by doing the suggested 
exercises mentally or on paper); 
easy to carry around.

ISBN | 9789896798024
Reference | EC1002
Price | 11,95€ | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 11 x 1,8 cm
Weight | 397 g
Extent | 1 harboard case;  
36 pieces; instructions sheet
Age | + 6 years

new
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Cubic stories 
A powerful tool for the ones 
who need a push on their 
vocabulary and narrative 
skills and the perfect gift 
for those who love to tell 
stories. Entertaining and fun, 
take it everywhere you want, 
use it anytime you wish.

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardboard case; 
9 hardboard cubes illustrated 
with 54 pictures, one for each 
side; stimulates narrative skills by 
pushing further both vocabulary 
use and imagination; easy to carry 
around.
 

ISBN | 9789896798017
Reference | EC1001
Price | 9,95€ | VAT | 6%
Format | 11,5 x 11,5 x 4 cm
Weight | 117 g
Extent | 1 hardboard case;  
9 hardboard cubes;  
instructions sheet
Age | All ages

new
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Cubic stories II
A powerful tool for the ones 
who need a push on their 
vocabulary and narrative 
skills and the perfect gift 
for those who love to tell 
stories. Entertaining and fun, 
take it everywhere you want, 
use it anytime you wish.

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardboard case; 
9 hardboard cubes illustrated 
with 54 pictures, one for each 
side; stimulates narrative skills by 
pushing further both vocabulary 
use and imagination; easy to carry 
around.
 

ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon
Price | 9,95€ | VAT | 6%
Format | 11,5 x 11,5 x 4 cm
Weight | 117 g
Extent | 1 hardboard case;  
9 hardboard cubes;  
instructions sheet
Age | All ages

coming soon
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ISBN | 9789896797560
Reference | EC956
Price | 11,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 22,5 x 30,7 x 1,3 cm 
Weight | 506 g 
Extent | 24 pages and 4 dolls
Age | + 7 years 

Paper dolls
4 paper dolls and more than 
40 garment combinations, 
all pre-cut to make it easier 
for tiny hands. From party 
dresses to pyjamas, the 
challenge will be choosing!

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardback; pre-cut 
dolls and garments; stimulates and 
develops basic manual dexterity, 
criativity and imagination
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HIGHLIGHTS: Hardcover; a step further on the 
exploration and use of combined geometric shapes 
in drawing; a way for basic learners to explore and 
better understand the use of geometry in all that’s 
part of our daily life and surroundings; easy to carry 
around.
 

Stencil – shapes
Stencil is a very fun way to help first 
learners to develop drawing. You just 
have to colour in the result and, Voilá! 
Perfectly finished works of art. Because 
geometry is everywhere and you can do 
everything with its shapes, we propose a 
joint experience of learning while drawing, 
using this stencil filled book. 

Stencil – city
This time the hint is to take a better look 
at the shapes we can find in the city and 
explore this by using them in drawings.

new

CITY
ISBN | 9789896798024
Reference | EC1014

SHAPES
ISBN | 9789896798130
Reference | EC1013

Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 29,5 x 21 x 1,2 cm
Weight | 430 g
Extent | 8 pages; more than  
20 combined shape images
Age | + 4 years

57
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So many things  
to colour in!
This book is full of things to 
colour in: animals, geometric 
shapes, food, and even a 
submarine. Get your pencils 
out and colour these pages!

ISBN | 9789896796211
Reference | EC821
Price | 11,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 28,6 x 34,7 x 1 cm
Weight | 350 g   
Extent | 20
Age | + 3 years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Large format; 
paper quality; black contours 
which help younger children  
to get started in colouring in.

So many things  
to colour in! – 
colouring cases
Thought to be easy to use 
and to put away but, most 
importantly, to be around 
when you need it. A practical 
colouring set easy to carry 
around everywhere. No need 
for more, you’ll find all you 
need for hours of colouring 
fun. 
 

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardboard case; a 
book filled with funny illustrations 
plus a set of 8 different colour wax 
crayons (HOUSE) and 8 different 
colour felt-tip pens (SPACE); easy 
to carry around.

 

SPACE
ISBN | 9789896798178
Reference | EC1017
Extent | Hardboard case; 8 different 
colour felt-tip pens; 1 booklet with  
24 ready-to-colour pages

HOUSE
ISBN | 9789896798185
Reference | EC1018
Extent | Hardboard case; 8 different 
colour wax crayons; 1 booklet with  
24 ready-to-colour pages

Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | Coming soon
Weight | Coming soon
Age | + 3 years

coming soon
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COUNTRYSIDE
ISBN | 9789896796020
Reference | EC802

OCEAN
ISBN | 9789896796037
Reference | EC803

SPACE
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

Unroll – painting rolls
These rolls contain 5 metres of drawings 
to colour, look at, play with and share! 
Discover the ocean or the countryside 
while you have fun COLOURING IN!

Price | 9,50 € | VAT | 23%
Format | (box) 24,5 x 8 x 8 cm 
(roll) 5 metres
Weight | 290 g   
Age | + 3 years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Illustrations; a box which can be 
used as a base to unroll the paper; sturdy box.

PLANTS
ISBN | 9789896796402
Reference | EC840

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896796419  
Reference | EC841

Price | 6,50 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 50 x 60 cm
Weight | 250 g 
Age | + 3 years 

12 colouring  
pencils

So many things to  
colour in! – posters
Two beautifully illustrated posters for 
children to colour in and hang on their 
bedroom’s walls. Produced with high 
quality paper to avoid tearing while 
colouring in and with thick black contours 
to help the younger ones to stay inside  
the drawing’s lines. EAN: 9789896796433

Reference | EC843
Price | 5,50 € | IVA | 23%
Format | 3,3 x 19 cm
Weight | 87 g
Age | + 3 years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Easy to carry; the 
see-through lid makes it easy 
to identify the different colours; 
pencil quality.

HIGHLIGHTS: Illustration; paper quality;  
ideal as a gift; affordable price.

new
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ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon
Author | Anaïs Chambel
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 23%
Format | 25 x 29 cm
Weight | Coming soon
Extent |  16 pages 
Age | + 4 years

HIGHLIGHTS: Beautiful illustrations; interactive 
features (flaps, cut-outs and long flaps to mix and 
match different illustrations); bigger shapes to help 
children stay within the lines; with several coloured 
details that’ll help younger ones still testing their 
new-found colouring skills; paperback; series.

coming soon

1001 colours
A series for tiny hands, filled with secrets 
of the natural world to colour in and 
unravel. Many themed landscapes, flaps, 
cut-outs and long flaps to mix and match 
with beautiful illustrations, eager for color, 
imagination and life. Come paint the world 
in 1001 colours and have fun.

WOODS
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

RAINFOREST
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

63
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160 stickers
Who doesn’t just love stickers? 
A set of 160 pre-cut themed 
stickers, all packed in a 
practical envelope, ready to 
use whenever and wherever 
you want.

HIGHLIGHTS: 4 sheets filled with 
themed pre-cut stickers; practical 
to carry around and easy to use; 
series.

 

TUTTI-FRUTTI
ISBN | 9789896798505
Reference | EC1050
Author | Joana Jesus

DINOSSAURS
ISBN | 9789896798529
Reference | EC1052
Author | Anaïs Chambel

FARM
ISBN | 9789896798536
Reference | EC1053
Author | Anaïs Chambel

PRINCESS
ISBN | 9789896798512
Reference | EC1051
Author | Joana Jesus

Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 24 x 21 cm
Weight | Coming Soon
Extent | 4 pages
Age | + 4 years

coming soon
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Pair or panda –  
pairs card game
A classical Old Maid card game in a 
version made specially for early learners, 
with a format designed for small-handed 
beginners. Skill development, hours of fun 
and an excellent way to spend family time!

ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 23%
Format | 10 x 13 x 2,5 cm
Weight | Coming soon
Extent | 33 cards
Age | + 4 years

HIGHLIGHTS: Old Maid/Pairs card game; simple 
and accessible rules; perfect for spending family 
time or playing with friends; practical to carry 
around and easy to use; 2 to 6 players.

coming soon

Around the world –  
7 families card game
A classical 7 families card game in a 
version made for the ones who love to 
travel and to know all about different 
cultures. Pack your bags and join us in 
this adventure around the world. Playing 
and learning, all in one, the perfect 
combination!

ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon 
Author | Ana Rita Malveiro
Price | Coming soon € | VAT | 23%
Format | 10 x 13 x 2,5 cm
Weight | Coming soon
Extent | 42 cards
Age | + 6 years

HIGHLIGHTS: 7 families card game; simple and 
accessible rules; perfect for spending family time or 
playing with friends; practical to carry around and 
easy to use; 2 to 4 players.

coming soon
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Football aces – Europe  
7 families card game
A classical 7 families card game in a 
version made specially for football lovers. 
A fun quest where the winner is the one 
who gathers the most European football 
teams. All ready for the match?

ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 23%
Format | 10 x 13 x 2,5 cm
Weight | Coming soon
Extent | 42 cards
Age | + 6 years

HIGHLIGHTS: 7 families card game; simple and 
accessible rules; perfect for spending family time or 
playing with friends; practical to carry around and 
easy to use; 2 to 4 players.

coming soon

Football aces
77 cards that will test your knowledge of 
the football world! The game contains 
questions and answers organised in four 
different subjects – players, World Cup, 
interesting facts and equipment & logos. 
You will also find instructions and a dice 
which will determine your luck. Show all 
your friends that you’re a Football Ace!

ISBN | 9789896792978
Reference | EC497
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 10 x 13 x 2,5 cm
Weight | 280 g
Extent | 77 cards
Age | + 8 years

HIGHLIGHTS: Themed; family game; simple and 
accessible rules; a game with a good pace and 
several degrees of difficulty; reasonably affordable 
price; easy to carry and play anywhere.
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Patterns
Planets, fish, robots… This pad contains 
endless patterns! The purpose of the 
game? Finding the patterns shown on the 
left-hand side of the grids. But remember: 
each pattern only appears once! There are 
over 60 grids so you can have hours and 
hours of fun!

Mazes
Twists, turns and parallel paths… Where 
will these mazes lead to? The goal is to 
find the way out or reach the centre. Look 
for the arrow to start your journey and 
have fun with over 60 mazes we’ve created 
for you!

Price | 7,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 31 x 21 x 1 cm
Weight | 350 g
Extent | 80
Age | + 7 years

ISBN | 9789896795832
Reference | EC783

ISBN | 9789896795825
Reference | EC782

Stop!
Who doesn’t like to play the Stop game? 
We’ve made a pad full of pages to play  
Stop without having to worry about  
drawing the grids. You can take it with  
you and play anywhere with your friends  
and family!

Battleship
Remember Battleship?  
Use this pad anytime, everywhere and 
worry not about the grids. There are  
80 of them, all ready for you to start 
playing.

ISBN | 9789896795344
Reference | EC734

ISBN | 9789896795351
Reference | EC735

HIGHLIGHTS: Detachable sheets; 
affordable price; ideal as a gift; 
easy to carry; game rules  
on the back cover.
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VOL. IV · DOTS & BOXES 
AND CROSSWORDS
ISBN | 9789896794644
Reference | EC664

VOL. III · KNOTS & CROSSES  
AND WORD SEARCH
ISBN | 9789896794620
Reference | EC662

2 quick games
Each pad contains 2 different games. 
You can carry them easily and play them 
anywhere. There are many sheets in each 
one to play with and detach. Be ready for 
endless fun, either with your friends and 
family or on your own!

Price | 5,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 20 x 14,5 x 1,4 cm
Weight | 310 g
Extent | 258
Age | 7+ years
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VOL. II · STOP 
AND PATTERNS
ISBN | 99789896793708
Reference | EC570

VOL. I · BATTLESHIP  
AND MAZES
ISBN | 9789896793692
Reference | EC569
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Imagine with playdough
This board book will give shape to ideas and 
stories in ever-unique ways! Each  
page will suggest activities which can be 
completed using both the book and the 
playdough included. Every time you open 
the book, you’ll have a whole world of 
playdough to discover and make up!

ISBN | 9789896792848
Reference | EC484
Author | Maria Nogueira
Price | 13,95 € | VAT | 6%    
Format | 22 x 22 x 1 cm 
Weight | 550 g    
Extent | 24 pages + playdough
Age | + 3 years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Using the book 
as a basis; material included; 
material suitable for children over 
2 years; helps to develop fine 
motor skills and the ability to read 
symbols and images; suggestions 
for activities on every page, but 
allowing to imagine and make up 
new ways to play. 

My secret diary
In this diary, you’ll be able to reveal endless 
secrets! As well as your own (which are 
the most important!), you also have space 
for your friends and even your family’s 
confessions. Questionnaires, playlists, 
dedications, birthdays, your favourites 
and top lists, among many other things 
to discover. The diffi culty will be to know 
where to start!
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HIGHLIGHTS: Plastic cover with 
button; illustrated; ideal as a gift; 
ideal format to carry; 
wire binding.

ISBN | 9789896795771  
Reference | EC777  
Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6% 
Format | 14,5 x 19 x 3 cm  
Weight | 366 g   
Extent | 160 pages 
Age | + 8 years 
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My christmas set
Get ready for Christmas with this fantastic 
set! There is writing paper for you to 
write your Christmas wishes, postcards, 
decorations, drawings to finish and colour 
in, and much more! ISBN | 9789896794040

Reference | EC604
Price | 2,95 € | VAT 6%
Format | 21,5 x 22,5 cm 
Weight | 100 g
Extent | 24
Age | + 5 years

HIGHLIGHTS: A variety of activities (writing, 
gluing, drawing, colouring, organising); high-quality 
illustrations; very affordable price.
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